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ISOL beams of  89-93Kr

νe-β angular correlation 
by recoil detection

History and Milestones
1944: Dempster used a hot spark ion production, efficiency of 1E−8
1951: First ISOL beams at Niels Bohr Institute (Copenhagen)

1966: TRISTAN at the reactor in AMES, Iowa
1967: ISOLDE, CERN

1976: the FEBIAD was introduced by R. Kirchner
1987: the first high efficiency ECR designed by Bechtold
mid−1980s: the laser resonance photo ionisation available

Nielsen and Nier−
Bernas type ion 
sources were used



ISOL method
Techniques allow on−line production of ~80 
out of 92 naturally occurring elements.

How to ionise them?

time

The task − ionisation

1023 atoms

1013

1012 ions/s

1. target
2. ion source
3. mass analyser 
coupled in series

General design aspects
* Target, transfer tube, ionisation tube at 
elevated temperatures to enhance the 
diffusion and effusion rates
* The target˘ion source distance should be 
small
* difficult to separate the ion source from 
target, vacuum system, radiation shielding

Standard requests
* Rapidity − half−life
* Efficient − limited amounts of radionuclides
* Selective − suppress isobaric contaminants
* Universal − advantage and drawback
New requests
* High intensity beams

~0.01 up to 1E14 atoms/s
* High brightness

for trap and charge breeder injection
Also
* simple and reliable (consumables)
* radiation resistant



Ionisation methods

* No universal ion source 
* specialised target/ion sources

Ha Wi
enthalpy of adsorption      ionisation potential
with respect to the walls

Surface ioniser <7 eV <6.5 eV
Discharge source       <6 −

Guidelines
surface source low Wi (alkali, alkaline earth, rare earth)
negative surface ionisation high Electron affinity Ea (halogens)
low charge state ECRIS high Wi, gaseous (noble gases)
high temp plasma sources versatile
laser ion source not too high Wi, selective

Ionising medium: heat, electrons or photons



Buffer gas cell I

Delay time 

Refractory 
elements

Thick target

Complementary!

++/-

+-

-+

Gas 
cell

Hot 
cavity

Virtues and Disadvantages
* Ion guide efficiency <0.1−10%
+ Very fast source of ions, suited for ms isotopes
+ Suited for refractory elements
− Low yields <1E4 ions/s due to

thin target
plasma effect (ionisation of buffer gas)

− Large energy spread (>100 eV) 
− Without any selectivity
− Low efficiency for high Z of the projectiles

JYFL light−ion fusion−evaporation reactions

Buffer gas cells 
are found 
and developed at: 

JYFL, KU Leuven, 
University of Mainz, 
GANIL, LMU Munich

* IGISOL ˘ Ion Guide Isotope Separator On Line 
* No ion source in the classical sense is used
* The driver beam is not stopped in a thick target



Buffer gas cell II
* IGLIS ˘ Ion Guide Laser Ion source 
* Neutralised recoil products are re−ionised
* Noble gas flow transports neutrals to ionisation region

Future
* 40% efficiency claimed with electro−static guiding fields 
(DC and RF) at RIA

Ion catcher network
* Glass cell with inner coating (1E4 V/m) and laminar gas flow
* Superfluid helium as stopping medium and snowball creation
* SHIPTRAP for FRS elements

Virtues and Disadvantages
Similar to IGISOL but:
+ Selective post ionisation =>

no problem of universality 
+ SPIG => small energy spread 

(a few ev)
− Less fast than IGISOL 

(20−500 ms)



Surface ioniser / Thermal ion source

Surface ionisation efficiency is described by the Saha−Langmuir equation

Surface ionisation inside a hot cavity 
=> Amplification factor N, since

* multifold chance of being surface ionised
* trapping in plasma after thermalisation

=> Also increased ionisation efficiency for high Wi

N=1 − pure surface ionisation
N=7500 − thermal equilibrium
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Surface ioniser / Thermal ion source

Properties
* Ionisation efficiency 100% for Wi<5 eV, few % for Wi=6.5 eV

* Used for alkalines, alkaline earths, rare earths, Ga, In and Tl
also molecules as BaF and SrF

* Emittance ~ 10 π mm mrad (60 kV, 95%)

* Energy spread <2 eV
* max current 1 µa/mm2

* Short delay time (half−lives as short as 10 ms)

small ionisation volume
operates at elevated temperatures
closely coupled to targets

Ion source and vacuum vessel

Ionisation material
* Ta, W, Re, Ir, Pt
* temperatures up to 2800 K
* e.g. tungsten with φ~4.5 eV at 2400 °C
* Work function depends on crystal orientation, 
temperature and cleanliness



Negative surface ionisers

Effective for elements with high 
electron affinities Ae, such as 
halogens (>1.8 eV)

* Injection into tandem
* Stripper extraction in cyclotron

Working principle
* LaB6, low φ=2.6 eV, act as ioniser (kept at 1200 °C)
* Halogens pick up an electron from the surface
* Permanent magnet ~1 kG, separate thermionic electrons, ~10 mA
* Surface ionisation efficiencies >10% for Cl, Br and I
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Alternatives
Cs−sputter technique

F− efficiently
Laser plasma ionisation

high currents



Electron collision sources − old sources

* Low−pressure arc−discharge sources
* Arc discharge sources has a high total current of <5 mA/mm2

* Quite high ionisation efficient (30% for Ar, Kr and Xe)

Why extinguished
− unstable
− cathode sputtering problems with filament lifetimes
− difficult to handle high current beams

Hollow cathode ion source
* ISOL−adapted since ˆvery hot and very small˜
* notoriously short−lived
* axial extraction on the cathode side
* high efficiency at very high pressures
* optimum pressure about 1E−2 mbar

Bernas−Nier ion source
* High current densities (>100 µA/cm2)
* Emittance and energy spread are low 

(0.01 π mm mrad, few eV)
* Slit extraction geometry

few wall collisions −> less adsorption problems
* Efficient with short intrinsic delays
* Foreseen as an option for PARRNe project

Future use thanks to their 
high current capability?? ?



FEBIAD − Forced Electron Beam Arc Discharge

Properties
+ stable operation with little support gas (Pressures 5E−4 to 3E−5 mbar)
+ low ion current density (1−20 µA/mm2)
+ moderate emittance (<20 π mm mrad at 15 kV, 95%)
+ low energy spread (<2 eV) (can be high for 2−anode, >20 eV)
+ volume as small as 1.3 cm3 (6 ms intrinsic delay)
+ possible with high cavity enclosure temperatures

Efficiencies
* 20−70% for elements above neon 

(>85% for bismuth, lead and tin)
* Efficient ionisation of gaseous and condensable elements

(relatively refractory elements: transition metals and lanthanides)

MK7 <500 °C ̆
noble gases, 
N2, CO etc



FEBIAD − Forced Electron Beam Arc Discharge

MK7 <500 °C ̆
noble gases, N2, CO etc

MK5 1900 °C ˘
elements with low vapour pressure

MK6 1400 °C, intermediate to low vapour pressure
MK3 identical to MK6 but two anodes

Selectivity
Plasma ion source universality => 
advantage and disadvantage

Use thermochromographic selection



The future for electron collision sources

The FEBIADs are almost fully developed

* tantalum free source (no getter effect)
* sources of graphite for C, O, and N
* study the radiation resistance (insulators)

(to reach EURISOL beam intensities)

+ performance similar to FEBIAD 
(35% ionisation efficiency for Kr)

+ simpler design (no magnetic field)
+ no insulators in high T region
+ cold spot temperature >2500 K
+ only 0.4 cm3 ionisation region => 

short intrinsic delay

− delicate and critical design

Electron−beam generated 
plasma ion−source

FEBIAD and Bernas problem with Light elements 
1. lower ionisation cross section
2. Shorter transit times through the ionising volume

C, N, O particularly troublesome since also their volatile molecular 
compounds CO, CO2, N2, O2 are very reactive in hot enclosures

The answer to these problems is cold−enclosure ECR sources



Principle
* radial confinement by multicusp field
* alternately poled permanent magnets
* plasma heated by a filament or an RF antenna
* similar to an ECRIS 

Data
+ low energy spread and small emittance

(<0.01 π mm mrad)
+ efficient ionisation over a wide pressure range
+ potential for producing negative ions
− currents of some mA 
− less high charge state production than in an ECRIS
− permanent magnets => radiation sensitive

Multicusp ion source



ECR ion sources

Principle
* Confining magnetic structure
* RF applied, few GHz
* ECR excitation of electrons
* Frequencies 2.45 GHz −28 GHz or higher
* Ionisation by electron−atom collisions

Data
+ no hot parts, no wearing parts (no filament)
+ suited for volatile elements (gases)
+ high ionisation efficiencies
+ possible to produce multiply charged ions
− high total currents (up to several mA)
− relatively long delay time (<100 ms)
− large emittance (0.1 π mm mrad)

1 2
H He

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Li Be B C N O F Ne

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

55 56 57 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
87 88 89 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112
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58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71
Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr

Elements compatible with a ˆcold−body˜ ECR ion source

1



* Ionisation efficiency for N, O, Ne:
20%, 20%, 12%

* Delay time <100 ms (?)
* energy spread <4 eV FWHM

Future
* Hot plasma enclosure − help or add problems?

More background pressure? Reduced sticking time
* Higher frequencies (6.4 GHz and upwards)

monoECRIS − 1+ ECR ion source

Coil configuration Permanent magnets
good radiation hardness poor
poor confinement good

* Ionisation efficiency He, Ne
He+ >20%, Ne+ >35%

* Total extracted current < 1 mA
(>> 10 uA He+ / Ne+)

* Delay time (extraction 90%)
He+~50 ms, Ne+~150 ms, Ar+~250 ms

TRIUMF
ECRIS

MINIMONO



Duoplasmatron

Schematic sketch

Properties
* High current capability (mA)
* Very high electron density 1E14 cm−3 

* Suitable for gases (also He and Ne)
* DC or pulsed operation (down to 20 µs)

* Storage capacity 5E14 charges
* High efficiency 90% (Ar)

* Well−tested source − around since mid−50s

Examples:
CERN LINAC2:  Pulsed operation 1 Hz, Text=20−150 µs,

Ipeak=250−300 mA, Qspace charge >2·1014 charges
FERMILAB PET: Pulsed operation 360 Hz, Text=80 µs, 

Ipeak=25 mA 3He+, ionisation efficiency ~0.5%

Magnet can be of coil type

Hollow cathode type



Duoplasmatron

Limits and question marks
* Delay time (target to source transport)?
* Efficiency for pulsed operation?
* Inappropriate for non−volatile materials 

(non−heated chamber walls)
* Non−conventional RIB source − needs adaptation

Schematic sketch

Possibly to reach an efficiency of 5%  for 
He and even higher for Ne, with an extraction 

time of 50−100 µs at an operation frequency of 200 Hz?

? ?

Magnet can be of coil type

Hollow cathode type



Resonant Ionisation Laser Ion Source − Principle

High temperature 
Ta−cavity

Mass separator Laser system

Target

Proton 
beam

+

+

+

Laser
beams

Target - Ion Source Unit

Ionizer

Target

Extraction
Electrode

++

DC

60 kV

Ion beam lines

Stepwise resonant laser ionisation via one or more intermediate levels

Heated cavity (Nb, Ta or W)
+ fast release (short sticking times)
+ confines atoms until laser pulse impinges
+ confines ions in potential trough
− act as thermal ioniser

Transition into continuum, 
to auto−ionising states, 
or to Rydberg states

Chemically selective, unique fingerprint of each element
=> Minimal isobaric contamination



Resonant Laser Ionisation − Results

Pulsed beam structure
* Pulse length ~20−40 µs FWHM for A=100
* Also a direct peak of 0.4 µs
* Higher field gradient −> shorter pulse

(use high resistivity ceramic cavities)

Useful for gating out the surface ionised ions
better signal−to−noise ratio at the experiment

Selectivity
* Selectivity a function of cavity material 10−1E5

* Sometimes 
isotope selective (strong isotope shift for light elements)
isomer selective using the hyperfine splitting

* Alkali suppression
micro−gating
Reduce cavity temperature
choose low work−function cavity material
transfer line with inverted polarity

Data
* Wi 4 to 9 eV 
(may be applied for most metals)
* 1−30% ionisation efficiency
* Energy spread <2 eV
* 100 nA/mm2 (?) 
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 Elements available at ISOLDE RELIS
1 2

H  Ionization scheme tested H e
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li B e  Ionization scheme untested B C N O F N e
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K C a Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
55 56 57 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs B a La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
87 88 89 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112

Fr R a Ac Rf H a Sg Ns Hs Mt

58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr

Ionization Schemes Used with Dye Lasers Pumped 
by Copper Vapor Lasers



Future laser development

Principle Setup of LIST

Laser Ion 
Source-Trap
Laser Ion 

Source-Trap

laser
beams

* Suppression of surface−ionised ions
* Trapping−accumulation in linear RFQ

Bunched or DC ion beam release
* Buffer gas cooling

Low−emittance ion beam
* Nuclear polarisation by optical pumping
* Time−focussing for mass selection

ion beam

Separator
Magnet

Separator
Magnet

Bunched release
* High longitudinal electrical field

thin Nb foil cavity (60 µm wall)
coated insulators

* Claimed ion bunch halfwidth=0.5 µs
* bunching effect => 
selectivity enhanced by a factor of 100

New cavity materials
* low work function 
* longterm stability
* TaC, ZrC, Ir5Ce, ThO2, CeO2

Bunched release 
of laser ionised Yb



Once isobaric contaminants leave the source ionised, 
only removed from the beam with high resolution mass separators 

expensive
elaborate in use
get strongly contaminated during long−term operation

Near β−stability
Qβ<1 MeV, for A=100 => resolving power >1E5
Far from stability
Qβ is 3−10 MeV, resolution of 1000−30000 sufficient

Tails due to:
collision with residual gas
aberrations
energy spread

Reduce mass separator slit width

Mass separation



Element selectivity

suppression of isobaric contaminants
1. Choice of the projectile and energy 

(e.g. neutron induced fission for actinide targets)
2. Choice of target material, geometry and thickness
3. Target−to−ion source transport

Thermo chromatography
Alkali suppression via internal drift fields

4. Selection in ion source
(exemplified throughout the talk)

5. Molecular beams
create volatile molecules (reduce wall−sticking time)
create molecular side−bands, for instance SnS

Bunched extraction
improved selectivity and signal−to−noise ratio
* Pulsed driver beam

14Be(4.35 ms) S/N ratio improved by 2 orders
* Laser ions sources 

RILIS micro gating at 10 kHz
* FEBIAD

heatable cold trap
* ECRIS

afterglow or electrostatic bunching 
* EBIS, Traps and RFQ



Future high intensity ion sources
? Radiation damage (insulators become electrically leading etc)
? Target out−gassing and vacuum pressure in ion source
? Gas scattering and resonance charge exchange due to high neutral gas flux
? Space charge expansion deteriorating the mass resolution

>100 µA space charge actions
multi−electrode extraction system
electron traps to compensate the beam
magnetic lenses
emittance meter close to the target−ion source

Important beam properties
* Beam brightness 
emitted current density per solid angle B=I/(π*ε)2

* Energy distribution
effective mass separation or beam focussing

* Transverse emittance
mass separation, transport efficiency and focal spot size

`Novel` ion sources



The idea
Charge breed (1+ → n+) low−energy ions

Simplicity(?)      
Efficiency(?)
Compactness (shorter/simpler/cheaper LINAC)

Energy request
Few eV for mass measurements
keV for solid state and atomic physics
MeV/nucleon to reach and pass Coulomb barrier
GeV for beta beams 

−> need for post acceleration of ISOL beams

And
Energy     ∝ q in linac 

q2 in cyclotron
Mass−to−charge ratio (A/Q) < 1/9

RIB post acceleration
Mass Analyser

Post acceleration 
of ISOL beam

Primary target Analyzing magnet

C
ha

rg
e

br
ee

di
ng

Low energetic 1+ ions

Low energetic q+ ions

High energy driver beam

e.g. protons, ions

Post 
accelerator

High energy q+ ions 

towards physics  target

• Pulsed LINAC
• CW LINAC
• Cyclotron



Classic concept − stripping technique
+ Simple method and Fast

− Not efficient at low energy (<150 keV/u)
ð

Pre−acceleration before stripping necessary

example:  ISAC at TRIUMF

Rare Isotope Accelerator (RIA) 

Stripping technique



Straight forward
N+ directly from ion source in the production cave

For instance NANOGAN III at SPIRAL, GANIL

* noble gases and volatile gases with short sticking time
(N, O, F, He, Ne, Ar, Kr)

* efficiency some percent (target diffusion * effusion * ionisation)
14% for 18Ne4+ (t1/2=1.67 s)
~5% for 14O+ and 13N+

Problems
Condensable elements −> SHyPHIE from GANIL
Activity deposited in the ECRIS

Multiply charged ions

Driving beam, 
eg 12C or 16O

Window

NANOGAN III
10 GHz ECRIS



+ Large charge capacity
and high currents >10 nA

+ DC or bunched injection
− High background current
− Lower charge states

+ Fast charge breeding, high 
charge states

+ Handle very weak  beams <1 nA
− Limited capacity
− Complex, trap or RFQ cooler needed
+/− UHV

separation
from residual
gas ions

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source

singly
charged
ions

n+-ionscontinuous injection,
extraction in the after glow mode
confinement in the plasma

solenoid
coils

Electron Beam Ion Source

n+ -ions

singly
charged
ionselectron

gun
solenoid

collector

TRAP/EBIS ECRIS
* Efficiency: 5−10% (including trap) 5−10% CW extraction

(in one charge state) 2−5% afterglow
* Energy spread: <50 eV*q few eV
* Maximum throughput: 1E9 ions/s 1E12 ions/s
* Lower current limit: fA 10 nA
* Breeding time: A/Q < 4  in 20 ms for A = 50 A/Q < 6 in 50 ms for A = 50

in 160 ms for A = 150
* Storage capacity: 1E11 charges/pulse >2E12 charges/pulse

(Penning trap limit 1E7 charges/pulse)
* Storage time: few seconds < 100 ms?
* Injection: Pulsed − a few 10 µs CW or pulsed
* Extraction: Pulsed − 10−50 µs CW or afterglow <ms

Charge breeding



B

U
trap cylinders

beam in

Penning trap

RFQ ion guide

Beam cooling systems

Places for traps and coolers
ISOLTRAP at ISOLDE NSCL/MSU
JYFL LPC/Caen
MISTRAL at ISOLDE MAFF in Munich
SHIPTRAP at GSI RIA at Argonne
CPT/Argonne

and elsewhere...

reduce the transverse emittance, energy spread 
provide mass selection and a bunched beam if necessary

45 mm

20 mm

2.5 mm

RF−funnel

Worked on at LMU Munich
High current capability



RFQ coolers

Buffer gas cell, p
He

~ 0.1 mbar

Deceleration
Collisional cooling in an 

RF-quadrupole Acceleration

Beam in Beam out

40 kV

Turbo pump
500 l/s

Turbo pump
1300 l/s

Turbo pump
900 l/s

High vacuum 10 -6 mbar

Intermediate vacuum 10-4 mbar Electrodes

HV isolator

Benefits
* higher beam transport efficiency
* higher resolution in mass separator
* improved sensitivity of any precision spectroscopy

(e.g. laser spectroscopy)
* effective injection in to charge breeders and traps
* beam bunching −> increased noise−to−signal ratio



RFQ coolers

Data
* Energy spread < 1 eV (from ~100 eV)
* Transverse emittance  − a few π mm mrad (40 keV)
* Longitudinal emittance < 10 µs*eV
* Capacity bunched mode − 1E3−1E5 ions

DC − 10 nA
* Transmission efficiency − ~50% (DC and bunched mode)
* Delay time (with axial field)  ~1 ms 
* Bunching Accumulation time 10 ms to 1 s

Bunch width 5−20 µs (FWHM)

Buffer gas cell, p
He

~ 0.1 mbar

Deceleration
Collisional cooling in an 

RF-quadrupole Acceleration

Beam in Beam out

40 kV

Turbo pump
500 l/s

Turbo pump
1300 l/s

Turbo pump
900 l/s

High vacuum 10 -6 mbar

Intermediate vacuum 10-4 mbar Electrodes

HV isolator

Limitations
Tighter space−charge restrictions 

than for a Penning trap



Penning traps

Data
* Continuous injection
* Cooling times 10−20 ms
* Pulsed extraction 10 µs

(No DC ejection mode)

* Efficiency ≤ 40%
(extracted cooled ions / injected ions)

* Storage capacity 1E7 ions per pulse
Space−charge effects over 1E6 ions/pulse
decrease in efficiency
upward shift in cyclotron frequency

* Mass resolution 300−500
(1E5 in UHV traps)

The large REXTRAP at ISOLDE

REXTRAP results
~3.5E4 stored K+, 30 keV ion energy, storage time 20 ms
Left: no cooling applied: 80% emittance 30 π mm mrad,
Right: side−band cooling: 80% emittance 10.6 π mm mrad



Penning traps − future

Limitations
* Space charge limitation and cooling time

Future
* New cooling scheme: 

rotating wall compression (Brillouin compression) 
Spin up the ion cloud
dipole or quadrupole excitation

* Only dipole rotation tested so far
5E7 ions/bunch
storage time now >100 ms

* Wild speculations
theoretical limit, Brillouin limit, nmax=6E6 He+ mm−3

1E10(?) ions cooled per second or 1E9(?) ions per bunch

The large REXTRAP at ISOLDE

comparison cooling schemes
side−band and rotating wall
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* 80 out of 92 elements can be produced and ionised 
sufficiently(?) for physics experiments

* Standard RIB ion sources (FEBIAD, surface) reached maturity
Improvement with molecular beams for reactive elements

* Resonant laser ion source still potential for development
new ionisation schemes, higher power 

* Up−sailing requests 
Not only efficiency − also intensity
High brightness beams
Beam bunching

* Revival of old high current sources? 

* Frequent use of ECRIS

* Beam tools (building blocks as Charge breeders, RFQ coolers etc)

37 GHz ECIRs, optical RF coupling
More by Pascal Sortais

RF lens

Conclusions


